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1.0 SUMMARY

The CNR HLF-3 Sound Source has supported numerous acoustic

sea tests since 1977. Prior to the MIZEX experiment the Sound

Source had accumulated approximately 14000 tow miles on various

types of ships in the North Pacific and North Atlantic Oceans

and the Norwegian and Barents Seas. During these tow operations

the source has exhibited an extremely high degree of reliability

accumulating less than seven days of down time.

In preparation for MIZEX 84, the Sound Source was

refurbished, it's spares complement was replenished, and a

System Checkout was completed at the NUSC Seneca Lake Facility.

The result of this preparation was an uneventful 291 hours

(approximately 2300 tow miles) of operation during the MIZEX

experiment. The source was towed at a nominal depth of 100

meters during the first tow period and at a nominal depth of 110

meters during the second tow period.

During t'-- MIZEX experiment, the NUSC RONDO signal generator

provided the necessary signal waveforms for the HLF-3 Sound

Source. The internal disk mounted accelerometers and the

tow-body mounted F-37 hyrephone, both measures of the far field

sound pressure level, were ronitored on a NICOLET Model 446A

spectrum analyzer provided by NRL. In addition to the annotated

output of' the spectrum analyzer, a hourly hand written log of

the source depth, sea water temperature at the source, and the

levels of the fundamental(s) as measured on the disk

accelerometers and the tow-tody mounted hydrophone, was

maintained during source operations.
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2.0 ONR iiLF-3 SOUND SOURCE

The major components of the HLF-3 sound source system are

the sound source mounted in a tow body, a faired tow cable, a

topside motor starter (440 VAC, 3-FHASE), a FM telemetry system,

and a topside monitor-contr,ller.

The sound source is a short cylinder, 47 inches in diameter

and 20 inches long. Two center-drlven, steel alloy flexural

disk radiators are mounted back-to-back on a cylindrical

aluminum housing. The housing is a spoke stiffened 6061

aluminum alloy ring which serves to mount the flexural disk

radiators and contains all the submersible components of the

system. The drive piston assembly, hydroacoustic circuits, five

horsepower hydraulic power supply, and various electronic

sensors and components are contained within the housing.

Each radiator is center driven by a piston in a common

sleeve in the center of the housing. The pistons are supported

in their bore by hydrostatic bearings. Hydraulic fluid under

pressure is introduced between the pistons by the hydroacoustic

amplifier driving the radiators.

Hydraulic power for the hydroacoustic amplifier and

hydrostatic piston bearings is provided by a fixed displacement

multistage gear type hydraulic pump-motor combination. The

lower portion cf the housing collects the return flow from the

hydroacoustic amplifier and the hydrostatic bearings and serves

as a reservoir and heat transfer unit for the hydraulic oil.

2
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I Report No. HA 122-84

The ONR HLF-3 sound source mounted in a tow body equipped

with pressure compensated base is shown In Figure 2.1. The nose

section reduces the overall draF of the unit and provides part

of the structure between the upper and lower parts of the tow

body.

The near-field, tow body mounted F-37 hydrophone and the sea

temperature probe are mounted via a support to the upper part of

the tow body. The tow point (not shown) attaches to the upper

part of the tow body just forward of the hydrophone support.

The tow cable used on the MIZEX 84 experiment is a

torque-balance electromechanical cable approximately 270 meters
in length. This tow cable is equipped with 45 meters of FATHOM
FLEXNOSE fairing. Approximately 140 meters of FATHOM RIGSTREAM

fairing is available for installation on this cable abaft the

tow sheave. The tow cable used with the compensated source is

880 meters in length and is equipped with 235 meters of FATHOM
FLEXNOSE fairing and 550 meters of ZIPPERTUBING fairing. Each

tow cable has three No. 10 power leads, two coaxes, a twisted

pair and six single conductors for use with the static sensors.

p
Figure 2.2 shows the monitor-controller and the telemetry

re-zeiver.

Figure 2.3 is the far-field response for various input
levels of the ONR HLF-3 sound source.

3
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4

* Figure 2.1 0ONR HLF-3 Sound Source
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3.0 PHEFA}AT3N FO1 THE TOW OFEHATIONS

in preparation for the MIZEX experiment, the HLF-3 Sound

6ource was renovated, the spares complement was invpntoried an i

upda'>-d, and a System Checkout was conducted at the NUSC Seneca

Uake facility. The renovation of the source consisted of

i.--tallirv the original -ow -ody base, checking the watertight

I.tegrity the source, Ferforming normal hydraulic

'-a4 n ,enanct, and callbratln4 -he various sensors. The original

tow body base decreases the overall height of the sound source

Therety increasing the clearance between the sound source and

the transom of the shit. The tow body base that was replaced,

ontained nitrogen bottics f'or the compensated version of the

Aound source. The base for the compensated version of the
source presents more underside area that effects the towing

performance in heavy weather. The tow body base bolts that

attach the source to the tow body were drilled and pinned to

elIminate the loosening ot' the bolts as occurred during the

C.N:D expe:<ment. The tow body used during MIXEZ is

approximateiy ten years old and is beginning to show signs of

tr. nlm~rwus tow miles.

A' external seals were replaced and their mating surfaces

w4ere polished to Insure the watertight Integrity of the sound

urc e. A vacuum purwed, the source of moisture and nitrogen was

±d1,d to r rov. a precharge for, the pump. The level of the

;-'ec2irg, was ohserved over a period of time to Father

nno r> P.ce In the watertight Integrity of the source.
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Normal hydraulic maintenance was performed on the source.

This maintenance included changing the filters and checking the

hydraulic fittings for leaks. The interior of the source was

cleaned to eliminate possible contaminants.

The depth and sea water sensors and their associated

electronics were calibrated in their final configuration. The

hydrophone preamplifier calibration was verified.

The spares complement for the sound source and the related

equipment required to handle and service the sound source on an

extended operation were inventoried, replenished, updated, and

packed for overseas shipment.

A System Check of the ONR HLF-3 was completed at the NUSC

Seneca Lake Facility between April 9 and April 11, 1984 in

conjunction with the NUSC HLF-3 ARCTIC sound source. The System

Check included the sound source, the new tow cable and the

topside electronics. The ONR HLF-3 was lowered to a depth of

100 meters. This depth provided a check of the watertight

integrity of the sound source and the new connectors on the new

tow cable. The disk mounted accelerometers and tow-body mounted

F-37 hydrophone were calibrated against a far-field F-37

Hydrophone from 20 Hz to 400 Hz at two different input levels.

A low level random noise input was used to collect Figures 3.1

and 3.2, transfer functions of the accelerometer and tow body

mounted hydrophone, respectively. These transfer functions are

representative of the data collected during the System Check.

Table 1 lists relevant factors associated with the System

Check. Spectral data of the far field phone were recorded for
each of the waveforms that were to be transmitted during the

MIZEX experiment.
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Table I

Depth 100 meters 9-11 April 1984

Far-Field Hydrophone
F-37 S/N b5 Calibrated October 1983

Sensitivity -206.4
20 Log 12.2 meters -21 .7

-228.1 dB// 1 volt/uPa

Near-Field HydrophonefTheo-roti.1)
F-37 ./N 276 Calibrated March 1984

Seisitivity -202.5
20 Lo- 1.3 meters -2.3

-204.8
Gain (wetside) +20.0

-- T79 dB//1 volt/uPa

Indicated Depth b
98 meters 98 meters

100 meters x 1.025 x 100 100.4%

Indicated Temperature

3.90 C Unknown Absolute P

Spectrum Analyzer Hewlett Packard Model 3582A

Input 19 4B steps Ref. to 0 dBV

Frequency Time Record Calculated Point Equivalent
Span Length Spacing Noise Bandwidth
Hz Sec Hz Hz

250 1 . 1.0 1.50
500 0.5 2.0 3.00
1000 .25 4.0 6.00

Table 1 Pertinent Calibration Factors
HLF-3 ONR

4i
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The effective sensitivity at a frequency(s) of either the

accelerometer or the tow body mounted hydrophone is computed by

substracting the amplitude ratio from either Figure 3.1 or 3.2

at the required frequency(s) from the sensitivity of the far

field hydrophone (-228.1 dB// I volt/uPa). For example the

effective sensitivity of the tow body mounted hydrophone at 50

Hz is -228.1 dB// 1 volt/uPa (sensitivity of the far field

hydrophone) minus -42 dB (amplitude ratio at 50 Hz from Figure

3.2) or -186.1 dB// 1 volt/uPa.

The measured effective sensitivity of the tow body mounted

hydrophone computed from the amplitude transfer function of the

far field hydrophone to the tow body mounted hydrophone (Figure

3.2) is generally within 1.5 dB of the theoretical sensitivity

of the tow body mounted hydrophone shown in Table 1. The

difference at 60 Hz is due to electrical interference in the

hydrophone cable. The differences at 190 Hz and 380 Hz are due

to the mode changes in flexural disk radiators.

At the conclusion of the System Check, the sound source and

its related equipment were packed for overseas shipment.
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4.0 MIZEX TOW OPERATIONS

The HLF-3 Sound source was installed aboard the USNS LYNCH

in Tromso, Norway during the period June 1st through June 4th.

The installation required loading the tow cable on the
previously installed URI (University of Rhode Island) trawl

winch, uncrating and assembling the sound source, installing the

support equipment including the tow sheave and handling winches, -j

and conducting in-air and in-water performance checks.

The HLF-3 Sound Source was towed for 291 hours from the USNS

LYNCH in the Greenland Sea from June 8th through June 19th and

from June 22nd to June 24th. During the source operations,

parameters were entered into an hourly log. These parameters

included the level of the fundamental(s) as measured on the disk

mounted accerlerometers and the tow body mounted F-37

hydrophone, source depth, the sea temperature measured at the

sound source, and the transmitted waveform. These parameters in

addition to IRIG B time (GMT) and the input level were recorded

on magnetic tape (analog) and a strip chart recorder.

The HLF-3 sound source, tow cable, electronics complement,

and spares complement were offloaded from the USNS LYNCH in

Bayonne, New Jersey on July 16th and 17th and shipped to

Hydroacoustlcs.

13
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5.0 POST EXPERIMENT INSPECTION

S

At the Hydroacoustics Laboratory, the ONR HLF-3 sound source

was uncrated and inspected for damage resulting from the MIZEX

experiment. Measurement of the housing precharge indicated the
water tight integrity of the sound source had not been

compromised during the 193 hours of towing and the related

handling. Visual inspection of the source exterior revealed a

cracked weld on the towbody nose and worn areas on the exterior

paint. A visual inspection of the welds connecting the trans-

ducer to the tow body confirmed their integrity. The interior

of the transducer was inspected and found to be in order.

The length of the tow cable was not inspected at

Hydroacoustics. However, during the final retrieval at sea and

during the transfer of the tow cable from the tow winch to the

shipping drum, the Hydroacoustic's representative who assisted

in these operations did not find any problems with the tow cable p
or the terminations. It is estimated that approximately 10

meters of the removable Rigstream fairing had been damaged or

lost during the experiment.

4I
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